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Abstract 

Patients with systemic sclerosis often suffer from Raynaud’s
phenomenon and in the most severe cases it causes digital ulcera-
tion and difficult healing. Treatment for these complications are
not always resolutive and sometimes not well tolerated.

The O2O3 therapy is a gas mixture that has several demonstrat-
ed effects including antiseptic, painkiller, microcirculation
vasodilator, oxygen metabolism regulator and immunomodula-
tion, and it can be personalised, administered to individual patient
requirements.

We decided to offer this treatment to our patients after the fail-
ure of traditional drugs and surgery without influencing the thera-
peutic program. The results obtained are interesting, and though
more studies are needed to better understand the exact mechanism
of action of O2O3 therapy, we believe that in the meantime, this ther-
apy should be considered as treatment for the most severe cases.

Introduction

Systemic sclerosis is an uncommon connective tissue disease,
which is characterized by increased fibrotic tissue growth and
microcirculation abnormalities.

Almost all these patients suffer from Raynaud phenomenon
that causes digital ulceration or skin infarction. The same process
can involve other organs, e.g. the musculoskeletal, renal, pul-
monary, cardiac, and gastrointestinal systems, with heterogeneous
clinical manifestation by multisystem involvement.

The pathogenesis of the systemic sclerosis is a complex and
not definitive hypothesis of vascular injury with endothelial cell
and platelet activation, immune dysregulation with inflammatory
cytokines ad fibroblast activation.1

To date, no therapy has been shown to significantly alter the
natural progression of the disease.

Treatment for Systemic Sclerosis is complex, targeting the
organs involved with results often being unsatisfactory. In skin
lesions the only tools available before starting an immunosuppres-
sive therapy are patient education and vasodilator drugs, if tolerated.2

Alternative medicine did not show clear results on microcir-
culation, Raynaud phenomenon, pain,3 and consequently on
quality of life.

Oxygen-ozone therapy (O2O3 therapy) is a complementary
therapy. This therapy is based on the use of a gas blend of oxygen
and ozone that can be administered subcutaneously as pure gas,
intravenously mixed with patient blood (auto-haemo infusion), by
direct skin contact creating a hyperbaric compartment with a bag
or by rectal gas insufflation.4

The O2O3 mixture has several effects, in particular, antiseptic,
painkiller, microcirculation vasodilator, oxygen metabolism regu-
lator and immunomodulation.4-6 Some studies demonstrate that
despite O2O3 is an oxidant gas, its use in therapeutic range concen-
trations improves the endogenous antioxidant regeneration, the
growth factors (VEGF, TGf-β, INF-γ, 6FGF) and nuclear factors
(caspase, NRF-2, HIFα, NFKB) expression.4,6,7

In literature there are several reports on successful uses in the
treatment of diabetes mellitus ulcers8 and herniated lumbar disc,9
but its main limit is that no RCTs have been carried out. 

Case Report

Here we present the case of a 67-year-old Caucasian woman
referred to our service of O2O3 therapy.

She had history of limited cutaneous form for 10 years evolved
into systemic sclerosis with associated secondary Sjögren’s
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Syndrome, severe esophageal dysomotility, constipation, scleroder-
ma limited to the hands, forearm and face, telangiectasia, elbow
ulcers due to calcium deposits and infected ulcers of the digits. 

Immunoassay panel: anti-nuclear antibodies 1/256, anti-cen-
tromere positive, anti-Scl70 negative. Pathologic capillaroscopy
with late scleroderma pattern. The diagnosis was made in 2007 and
the first event was a severe digital ischemia. Afterwards that digital
ulcers appeared on both hands and no resolutive therapy were
found to heal and to reduce the risk of ulcer infections, and some
of them were not tolerated, antibiotics, surgical debridement, intra-
venous prostaglandin, painkillers-anti-inflammatory drugs, calci-
um-antagonists, orthopedic supports.

The prescribed therapy included Bosentan 250 mg/day, long-
acting release Octeotride for the severe gastrointestinal involvement,
Losartan 50 mg, acetyl salicylic acid 100 mg, artificial eye drops.

On first examination she had edematous and cyanotic fingers
and ulcers on the 2nd and 3rd finger of the right hand and on the 3rd

finger of the left hand. Treatment with the hyperbaric bag to both
hands was started associated to subcutaneous O2O3 administration,
twice a week. To enhance the effect of the therapy 6 auto-hemo
infusions were made at the end of the previous treatments, then
these were substituted with rectal gas insufflation to avoid periph-
eric vein puncture. No local discomfort was experienced.

The patient after two weeks of O2O3 therapy referred to an
improvement in pain and edema, which resulted in better mobility.
A month later the patient spontaneously decreased painkillers
because ulcers had healed. The therapy was stopped for a month
but symptom recrudescence was noticed, so a maintenance therapy
was instituted twice a week. This therapy has now been continuing
for over a year (Figure 1).

Conclusions

The O2O3 therapy demonstrated a safe profile and it has been a
useful painkiller. No ulcer infection occurred during the treatment
period and complete wound healing was obtained. The exact
mechanism of action of this solution is not fully known, but its
anti-inflammatory effects and its action on microcirculation play a
central role. No case reports of this modality of treatment are pres-
ent in literature, thus more experience is needed before giving
definitive advice regarding frequency of maintenance treatment.
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                Case Report

Figure 1. Patient’s right hand before starting O2O3 therapy: acro-
cyanosis, digital ulcers and tissue edema (A and B); patient’s hands
after two months of treatment: complete lesions healing (C).
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